THE AFFECTION ENTERPRENEURIAL KNOWLEDGE AND FAMILY ENVIRONMENT TO ENTREPRENEURSHIP BEHAVIOR
(Survey On Class XI SMK Negeri 10 Bandung Academic Year 2015/2016)

ABSTRACT

The title of this research is the affection Entrepreneurial Knowledge and Family Environment to entrepreneurship Behavior (Survey On Class XI student of SMK Negeri 10 Bandung Academic Year 2015/2016). The purpose of this study was to determine the effect of knowledge entrepreneurship and family Environment (Survey On Class XI student of SMK Negeri 10 Bandung Academic Year 2015/2016).

The method used in this study is a survey explanatoty approach. The sample in this research is class student of class XI SMK Negeri 10 Bandung in the academic year 2015/2016, amounting to 131 students. Data entrepreneurial knowledge, family environment and entrepreneurial behavior is obtained from the questionnaire (questionnaire) conducted to the students. The data analysis used is multiple linear analysis using SPSS Statistics 21.0 for Windows.

The result of the Enterprener knowledge research in higer category, family environment in higer category, and enterprener behavior in XI grades students in SMK Negeri 10 Bandung in higher category. Based on data analysed double regression linier anayse has result of Enterprener knowledge and family environment are good on simultaneous and partial. The result on simultaneous indicating, entreprenership and family environment to enterprener behavior is 90,4% and 9,6% influcing by other factors and variable contribution of enterprener knowledge to enterprener behavior partial is 54,90% variable contribution of family environment to enterprener behavior is 33,64%. In this case enterprener knowledge has big affection than family environment.

Conclusion of research hypothesis is could accept, as the end writer writer give suggestion to teacher for make dan increasing knowledge for deliver entreprenership to students on practice or theory in learning process. As high student’s entreprenership so student can open perception about entreprenership and increasing entreprenership behavior.
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